Parent Potluck

The staff of Uqautchim Uglua would like to invite the parents and siblings of the students to our annual “Welcome to School” Potluck on November 6th at 6pm located at the Iñupiat Heritage Center! During the potluck, we will have a brief presentation about the program and can take any questions you have. Please bring a dish and join us for an evening to relax and enjoy each other’s company!

Feelings

We talked about our feelings this week, like scared, happy, mad, and excited. We learned instead of whining to tell Ilisaurri wht happened, why, and how to say something in a nice way. Self-regulation is a very important skill that children will learn in time.

This week’s Iñupiaq Terms are just a few emotions. If you would like more terms, please let us know.

-Aaglu

Notes and Reminders

• As the weather gets colder, please dress your child prepared for the winter weather.
• Please note that we will be closed November 16-20 due to staff professional development.

Iñupiaq Term of the Week

Ak-kuğ-lu

See you later!
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Ice Fishing

This week we talked about ice freezing up and how it is the season for ice fishing. For an activity, we let the kids cut out a variety of lake fish such as; Tittaliiq (burbot), Qaaktak (arctic cisco), sulukpaugaq (arctic greyling), and many others. We hang examples of them up on a blue construction paper (the lake) with fish nets to play “the fishing game”. The students enjoyed playing this game. We also got to break ice that had sea animal toys frozen into and also showed the kids how warm water melts ice.

-Saumik

We invite you to take a moment to complete a short survey. Please follow the link below.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Uqauthim